XAML-based usability assessment for prototyping information appliances with touch sensitive interfaces
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Abstract: Advanced systems for user interface prototyping, user test and usability assessment are proposed which enables 3D digital prototyping of information appliances with touch sensitive interfaces and automated user test and usability assessment. The 3D digital prototype was defined by XAML which is an XML-based user interface (UI) markup language. Not only UI elements, data binding and event routing but 3D geometric model of the appliance can be defined by XAML. The specification of XAML was extended to enable declarative description of dynamic behaviour of the UI. A gesture recognition function enabled the users to manipulate the touch-sensitive UI on 3D digital prototypes in the user test. Execution of user tests and analysis of missed operations could be fully automated. A case study of the user test and usability assessment of a digital camera showed an effectiveness of the 3D digital prototyping in efficient usability-conscious design.
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1- Introduction

With stiffer global market competition of information appliances, usability-conscious design while shortening the lead time have been required in the manufactures. Prototyping and user-test by end users at early design stage are recognized as the most objective and effective method to fulfill the requirement. Usually, physical prototypes in which the user interface (UI) functions of appliances are implemented are used for the user-test. However, fabricating the physical prototypes costs much, and they become available only in late stage of the design. Results of the user-test must be analyzed manually by the usability engineers, and a long turnaround time is needed before finding major usability problems.

To solve the problems, digital prototyping of the UI was introduced in the user-test. A digital prototype is software substitute where its UI functions can work in the same way as those in the physical prototype while it can be built in more inexpensive way.

So far, both 2D and 3D digital prototypes have been proposed and used for the purpose. Commercial digital prototyping tools have been already available such as [MA1]. And those for conceptual UI design were also studied in [LN1, LM1]. However, since 2D digital prototypes could only be built in these tools and its UI simulation were only limited to 2D and lacked reality, the user performance obtained from these prototypes were not necessarily the same as those of physical prototypes. Former studies including ours [KH1, PM1] showed that operation time and missed operation patterns in a 2D digital prototype were very different from those of the physical prototype and serious usability’s problems were overlooked in 2D case.

On the other hand, “3D” digital prototypes allows users to manipulate UI elements placed on 3D housing models of the appliances and to perform more realistic UI simulation than 2D ones. In our former study [KH1], the missed operation patterns in a 3D digital prototype were also highly correllate to those of the real product.

Unfortunately, there have been few dedicated tools of 3D digital prototyping for information appliances [KB1, KH1, PM1]. In [KB1], they added a logging function to a VRML player and applied it to the user test of mobile phones. In [KH1], they added a state-based UI simulation function and usability assessment function to a commercial Web3D player and applied it to the test of digital camera. In [PM1], they developed a tool for 3D augmented prototyping for some hand held information appliances with state-based UI simulation.

However, these tools had the following technical drawbacks:
- First, structure of 2D UI components such as menus and icons could not be declaratively modeled and not be directly rendered in the tools. As a result, every UI screen had to be rendered as a texture-mapped image on the 3D prototype, and huge number of UI screen snapshots had to be drawn manually in some paint tools when building digital prototypes. These preparatory works make prototyping turnaround very inefficient.
- Second, the description of dynamic behaviors of the UI could not be compatible with interaction designer’s
ability. The dynamic behavior means how icons or menus behave and change in response to input events. In the tool [KB1], the behavior must be defined by a programming language which is not UI designer’s strong points. While, in the tool of [KH1, PM1], it could be modeled as a state machine [HO1], but it may cause state explosion in description as the size of the behavior increases.

- Third, these previous tools did not support simulation of touch sensitive interface which becomes very common in recent appliance UIs such as i-Pod and digital cameras.

In order to solve these problems, the purpose of this paper is to develop advanced systems of user interface prototyping and usability assessment. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed systems enable 3D digital prototyping of information appliances with touch sensitive interfaces and also enable automated user test and usability assessment. The 3D digital prototype is defined by the combination of XAML and XAML-B which is our original extension of XAML. The technical features of the proposed systems are summarized as the followings;

- XAML allows UI designers to declaratively describe static structures both of 2D UI components and 3D housing, and its vector-graphic rendering engine can generate high-quality UI images on-the-fly. So, pre-generation of snapshot images of UI screen becomes unnecessary.
- The proposed XAML-B enables UI designers to declaratively describe dynamic behaviors as a set of event-based rules. It can eliminate their programming works and state explosion in the UI behavior modeling.
- A standard PC environment is only necessary for 3D UI simulation. Any special Web3D player is unnecessary.
- The processes of the user test and the usability assessment are fully automated along with the 3D digital prototype.
- Gesture recognition function enables the users to manipulate touch-sensitive UI on the 3D digital prototype.

Figure 1. An overview of the proposed XAML-based 3D digital prototyping and usability assessment systems

2- XAML-based 3D UI Prototyping

2.1 –XAML

XAML (eXtensible Application Markup Language) was developed by Microsoft [MV1] as a UI specification targeted for Windows applications. XAML is an XML based mark-up language which specifies the static structure of a UI running on the WPF (Windows Presentation Foundation). WPF is a UI framework to create applications with a rich user experience, and combines applications UIs, 2D graphics and 3D graphics and multimedia into one framework. Its vector-graphic rendering engine makes the UI implementation fast, scalable and resolution independent. WPF separates the appearance of an UI from its behavior. The static structures of 2D UI screen appearances is declaratively specified in XAML, while the behavior has to be implemented in a managed programming language like C#.

2.2 – XAML-B for dynamic behavior modeling

2.2.1 – Modeling Concept of XAML-B

We extended XAML specification so that the UI designers can declaratively define dynamic behavior only by writing a XML document with simple syntax. This extension part of the XAML is named XAML-B (XAML-Behavior).

We also proposed a two-stage modeling process of dynamic behaviors both of which is supported by XAML and XAML-B. In these stages, two sub-models of XAML-B were respectively used to define the dynamic behavior; the state-based model for early design stage and the event-based model for detailed design stage. The UML diagram describing class structures of XAML-B is shown in Figure 2. The specification of the XAML-B includes both state-based model, event-based model and the reference to the original

Figure 2. UML class diagram of XAML-B
XAML specifications. The details of these two models are explained as the following sub-sections.

2.2.2 – State-based model for early design stage
At the early design stage, the dynamic behavior of the UI is modeled as a *state-based* model, because the number of states is relatively small and the state-based model enables UI designers to capture a flow of user interactions at a glance. Rough interaction flows of the UI are initially captured as a state-based model.

Figure 3-(a) shows an example of the state-based model in the case of the power-on UI behavior in a digital camera. A set of the classes of XAML-B included inside the state-based model in Figure 2 is used. The state-based model consists of the classes of State, Event, Behavior and Action. A State expresses unique combination of attribute values which expresses an appearance of the UI. An Event is an incoming phenomenon to the UI such as “button-pushed” or “icon-tapped”. An Action is a process triggered by an event that causes a state change such as change in an icon on the screen or mechanical motion of the appliance. A Behavior means a notion of state-transition composed of Source_State, Destination_State, Event and Action.

2.2.3 – Event-based model for detailed design stage
Once the UI design enters the detailed design stage, the number of states tends to explode when using the state-based model. So, an *event-based* model is used at the detail design stage. The event-based model enables the designers to describe the detail control of UI components indicated on the screen whose notion is originally included in XAML specification.

Figure 3-(b) shows an example of the event-based model which is described based on the state-based model example of Figure 3-(a). The event-based model was made up on the basis of UsiXML [VJ1], which is the other XML-compliant UI description language and has declarative description of event-based dynamic behavior. A set of the classes of XAML-B included inside the event-based model in Figure 2 is used. The event-based model consists of Behaviour, Lhs, Action and Event. Notions of Behaviour, Action and Event are the same as those in the state-based model. An Lhs expresses the conditions under which each Action become executabe. An Action consists of the combination of MethodCall and Rhs. An Rhs specifies how the attribute values of XAML should change corresponding to the change of UI appearance. A MethodCall specifies an external procedure such as an animation clip or a sound clip. A pair of an Lhs and an Rhs describes a state-transition rule. And a RuleTerm expresses a condition that attribute values in XAML must fulfill before and after an Action occurs.

2.3 – Dynamic behavior modeling system and the modeling process
We developed a prototype of dynamic behavior modeling system which was implemented by the combination of Visio and Visual Basic. Figure 4 shows the functions of the modeling system. It can support both of the state-based and event-based modeling processes.

The modeling flow of the system is also shown in Figure 4. In the early design stage, as in the upper part of Figure 4, rough interaction flows are initially captured as a state-based model. In order to support efficient modeling work in this stage, a state-transition editor was implemented. In the editor, state, event and action can be graphically created and edited on the Visio by UI designer. This modeling result is stored in a XAML-B document.

In the detailed design stage, as shown in the lower part of Figure 4, first a set of tags and their attribute values of one UI screen which has been modeled as XAML document in the integration tool are assigned to one state. A new *state* tag is created in the XAML-B document, and a set of the XAML tags and their attribute values representing the state of the UI is packed inside the *state* tag. Two different sets of these tags and the attribute values each of which is assigned to a
source or a destination state are then compared to each other. Taking XOR between these tags and attribute values automatically makes the change in attribute values of an Action tag in the event-based model. Finally reformatting the rule of change to an XML document makes a final XAML-B description corresponding to this state-transition.

2.4 – Building process of 3D digital prototype

According to the process described in 2.3, a 3D digital prototype is built in the following processes shown in Figure 2;

1) A 3D housing model is created in a commercial CAD system (Solidworks 2008) and is exported to a model integration system (Expression Blend) as a XAML document.
2) Each graphical component (text, icon, etc.) of the UI is defined in a draw tool (Illustrator etc.) and is exported to an integration tool as a XAML document.
3) In the integration tool, a set of the graphical components are combined to make one XAML document which defines each UI screen. And the 3D location of the UI screen is also specified onto the 3D housing model by this XAML document.
4) The XAML document is imported to a dynamic behavior modeling system. The behavior of the UI is defined by a UI designer according to the process described in 2.3, and is outputted as a XAML-B document from the system.
5) Finally, the XAML-B execution system reads this document and drives UI simulation on the 3D housing model responding to input events coming from the user of the digital prototype.

2.5 – Gesture recognition function

Gestural interfaces become available in current information appliances with touch sensitive interfaces. So a gesture recognition function is installed in our prototyping system. Several types of user finger gestures inputted from a UI screen of a 3D digital prototype can be recognized as events, and can be processed in the XAML-B execution system. In the XAML-B specification, several gesture types that the function can recognize are described in the “Gesture_Type” attribute placed inside the “Event” tag. Real-time gesture recognition is needed for smooth operation of UI simulation. InkGesture engine [IG1] is being used in the system. Four types of finger gestures of “Leftward”, “Rightward”, “Upward” and “Downward” can be recognized as Events in our system. The recognized gesture can then be processed as one of the events in XAML-B execution system. This recognition function enables the users to operate touch sensitive interfaces modeled on the 3D digital prototype using not only mouse gestures but direct finger gestures.

3- User test and usability assessment systems

In our system, user test and usability assessment can be done on the 3D digital prototype. The test and assessment processes are as same as the ones described in our previous paper [KH1] and are done in the following procedures;

1) In a pre-process, a “task” which includes a set of correct operational sequences is defined in the test task definition system. A task consists of a start state, goal state and a list of task routes. And a task route consists of a list of checkpoints. A checkpoint is a state where a correct sequence of UI operation must pass.
2) As shown in Figure 5, at the beginning of the user test, a 3D digital prototype and a task statement are indicated to the user, and a user is asked to complete the task by operating the 3D UI of the prototype using a touch screen display or a mouse. The actual operation sequence including event sequence actually inputted by the user and state sequence through which the system actually passed are recorded in the operation log file. Every time a user completes or gives up completing a task, the recorded actual operation sequence is compared to the correct operation sequence. As shown in the Figure 5, if the user took a missed operation, the system automatically indicate a set of questionnaires to the user in order to reveal the causes of the missed operation at every state where the user took a mistake.

The set of the questionnaires consist of six questions each of which corresponds to one of human cognition steps proposed in HCI model (perception of objects, perception of actions, etc.)[ND1]. An example of the questions is “Did you soon notice this button?” which is aimed for examining where the step of “perception of objects” was done well. The user is asked to rank every question in five grade evaluation. Their grade results can reveal which part of the human cognition process was unsuccessful in the current UI design. The detail of this questionnaire-based test is described in our previous paper [KH1].
3) After finishing the user tests for all tasks, the operation log file and the results of the five grade evaluation in the questionnaire are exported as XML files for further usability analysis.
4) In usability analysis system, task completion time and task completion ratio among the subjects are automatically calculated from the operational log file and the test task model. The missed operational pattern is also rendered as an operational log analysis chart which schematically clarifies at which state the subject frequently took the missed operation [KH1]. The statistics of the five grade evaluation results by the users who took the mistake are also indicated at each state of the test task.
4- A case study of user test

4.1 – An example of the 3D digital prototype

A digital camera (Nikon-S60) with a touch-sensitive screen shown in Figure 6-(a) was adopted as an example of prototyping, user test and usability assessment. As shown in Figure 6-(b), the 3D housing model of the camera was modeled in Solidworks 2008. Over 60 states and 100 state transitions were modeled in the dynamic behavior model described by XAML-B. The sound of finger touch is also emulated in the digital prototype to avoid missed-operations. A 19-inch touch sensitive LCD monitor shown was used in the test, and the user can directly input by finger touch and finger gesture on the touch screen displayed as a part of the 3D digital prototype which is displayed on the touch sensitive LCD monitor. This enabled the users to operate the UI on the 3D digital prototype as realistically as the one on the real camera.

4.2 – User test settings

The user test was done using the 3D digital prototype and the operational log analysis chart and five grade evaluation results were compared to those obtained from the one using the real camera. 35 subjects who had no experience of using this camera attended the test. Among them, 17 subjects operated the 3D digital prototype and 18 subjects the real camera.

Two tasks shown in Figure 7 which include the basic UI operations were given to the subjects. In task 1, they asked to set the self-timer duration for 10 sec from the power-off state. In task 2, they asked to enter the preview mode state from a power-off state and to indicate the first picture by turning over the pictures indicated on the touch screen. In the task 2, two correct sequences of operations exist as shown in Figure 7; the one of pushing an up-arrow or a down-arrow icon indicated at the corner of the touch screen, or the one of directly sliding the finger leftward or rightward on the touch screen.

The five grade evaluation results for the questionnaires were also obtained from the subjects who took a missed operation.

4.3 – Usability assessment results

The operational log analysis charts and 5 grade evaluation results for the questionnaires at a state of missed-operation in case of the real product and the digital prototype in task 1 are shown in Figure 8.
A XAML-based systems of prototyping, user testing and usability assessment were proposed which enabled 3D digital prototyping of the information appliances with touch sensitive interface. To describe the dynamic behavior of the user interface declaratively, XAML-B was originally designed, and its execution system was developed. Gesture recognition function enabled the subjects to manipulate the touch-sensitive UI of the 3D digital prototype in the user test. User test execution and analysis of missed operations could be fully automated. The results of the user test and usability assessments for the digital camera showed that major usability problems appearing in real product could be fully extracted even when using the digital prototype, and that the proposed systems enabled rapid turnaround time of design-test-redesign-retest cycle. The user test and usability assessment could be fully automated by the proposed system. But there are still open-problems to be solved in our research. The major one is whether the proposed two-stage modeling process of UI behaviors is actually understandable and accessible for most interaction designers compared to the current prototyping tools like Flash. At this moment, the dynamic behavior modeling system is still a prototype phase, and “usability” of the system itself is still not fully considered and improved. Therefore our future research should include the usability evaluation on the proposed dynamic behavior modeling method and system by interaction designers themselves.

5- Conclusions

The result of task 2 revealed that the icons indicated on the UI screen at “Play_Mode” state could not make the users think of direct finger gesture to turn over the indicated pictures. To solve the problem, a reciprocal motion animation of a finger icon was newly added on the screen when entering this state. After this redesign, an additional user test for the task 2 was done by 7 new subjects, and the results were analyzed. Figure 10 shows the operational log analysis charts and five grade evaluation results for this new test. 6 of the 7 subjects could take direct finger gestures to turn over the pictures this time. Also from the grade evaluation, one subject who took a missed operation could even notice the finger gesture input at this state and actually inputted the gesture. Only 10 minutes were needed for creating and inserting this animation file name into the original XAML-B document in the redesign. This fact showed that our proposed systems enabled UI designers to realize very rapid turnaround of design-test cycle compared to the one of physical prototypes.
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